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OUTDOOR ALLURE
BY TRACY BULLA

.................................................
Each season, designers up the ante in terms of exterior oﬀerings with
maximum sophistication and ingenuity. Look for gorgeously executed texture,
sculptural silhouettes and artisanal appeal.

OTTOMAN EMPIRE

CURATE

Paola Lenti’s masterful use of color reaches new
heights in the Spezie outdoor pouf. Craﬅed from Lenti’s signature Kimia fabric, the removable cover boasts
deluxe texture in the form of hand-embroidered ﬂat
rope braids for couture-style customizable embellishment. ddcnyc.com
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C APTI O N TI TLE
BALT IC COLLECT ION

Caption Information Here
The Real Flame Baltic Collection sets the
perfect mood for your clients and guests.
Earth tones like Kodiak Brown and
Glacier Gray beautifully integrate with
most any outdoor setting. realﬂame.com
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SECRET GARDEN

From Paola Lenti, the Greenery double-sided modular wall
encourages the creation of a stunning, individualistic garden
for both indoors and out. Boasting an integrated watering
system, the steel-framed structure permits ﬂora and foliage
to be arranged eﬀortlessly and features removable containers
stacked within the frame. ddcnyc.com

ENCHANTED FOREST

Consummately crafted in lacquered
steel, the Arbre chair from Joy de Rohan
Chabot proffers a leafy, sculptural seat.
Each distinctive colorway is inspired by
a corresponding season.
joyderohanchabot.com
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ICONS BY DESIGN

CURATE

Designed by Richard Schultz for Knoll, the 1966 Collection set the standard for modern outdoor furniture.
Re-engineered to suit contemporary lifestyles, the collection incorporates stainless steel and other modern
elements, as well as six new bright powder-coated ﬁnishes. knoll.com

FINE ART

Wendy Concannon’s limited run
art photographs are now available in
fully weatherproofed outdoor editions.
Abstract Square No.1 blends color and
shape for an exciting, eﬀusive aesthetic.
wendyconcannon.com
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L I G H T FA N TA S T I C

Foscarini’s fully flexible Uto outdoor lamp allows the
user to interact completely and redefine its function
with a gentle touch. A polycarbonate screen protects
the bulb, while the thermoplastic elastomer body
acts as a diffuser for a luminous quality of light.
foscarini.com
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T R AY C H I C

CURATE

T’nalak, a traditional cloth hand-woven of abaca ﬁbers
in the Philippines, gives the Emily trays from Made Goods a
meticulously craﬅed proﬁle. Each tray is naturally dyed to
create a glorious ombre eﬀect. madegoods.com

TRUE BLUE

Designed by Thomas Dariel for Cappellini,
the aptly named Blue candleholders reveal
a bold and playful spirit. The rounded,
slender form is cast in laminated metal
with a durmast veneer base. cappellini.it
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IN FULL BLOOM

The Bouquet tables by Kenneth Cobonpue highlight a delicately rendered floral relief
pattern. Crafted with a resin top and a stainless steel base, the floral form evokes the
sublime beauty of nature. kennethcobonpue.com
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SOLID STONEWARE

CURATE

In spite of its solid stoneware top, shown in
anthracite metal, the 71-inch-long, 39-inch-wide
Dehors table by Fattorini Rizzini + Partners for Ligne
Roset is visually light. The base is white lacquer and
the slender four legs are quarter-turned for dynamic
asymmetry, which also optimizes leg room.
ligne-roset.com

GO LD DOT S

Lemonade, iced tea or margaritas will look
festive in this gold dots acrylic covered
pitcher from Kate Spade New York. The
brand’s signature dots and stripes also
pop in black on white in melamine plates
and bowls in the Raise A Glass collection.
katespade.com
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S C I N T I L L AT I N G F O R M

Gold Leaf Design Group’s Spyro art blends
mathematical curves and refined shapes to
create a mesmerizing wall display. Made from
outdoor-friendly stainless steel, the gleaming
disc design is striking when used singularly
and stunning in group combinations.
goldleafdesigngroup.com
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